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Descamps.Technology Limited
Founded in Hong Kong in 2018, Descamps.Technology Limited is a 

deep-tech company specializing in research, development and 

manufacturing of its propriety line of AI sensors and ambient 

computing technology, which together seamlessly create environments 

that are sensitive and responsive to the presence of people. The 

company is providing AI solutions in elderly care, toilet management 

and hotel management. The company reported its first profit year of 

4/2021- 3/2022 and is expected to double its team size by next year.

Ambient 16, the company’s flagship AI sensor is able to detect home 

events including mobility, sleep period, cooking, shower time and toilet 

usage and TV time using ambient data sampled every 10 seconds and 

therefore measures major activities of daily living (ADLs) for elderly 

care. The system is able transform data into insights and detect subtle 

changes in vitality, health and life quality. Descamps.Technology is 

providing innovative solutions for the families, caregivers and the 

society to connect, care and understand the needs of the elderly for 

aging in place and in senior homes. 

Descamps.Technology is a Hong Kong Cyberport alumni and has been 

awarded the winner of the Smart People Grand Award and Smart 

Ageing Gold Award of the Hong Kong ICT Awards 2021 for the 

innovation of “Ambient 16 for Elderly Care”. 

Smart People Smart Ageing

Smart People Smart Ageing
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Samuel Chan, Cofounder and CEOFrederic Descamps, Founder and CTO
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Our mission:

Improving people’s lives with AI 



The Solution

Fully connected and AI-powered elderly home, install in 5 minutes. 

Ambient 16 AI CareActivities of daily living (ADLs)

Affordable and install 

in 5 minutes. 

AI will learn, detect and 

record events to construct the 

ADLs. 

Sensitive, adaptive, and 

responsive to elderly’s 

needs. Detect subtle 

changes in vitality, health 

and life quality. 

Full Privacy

No camera, no voice 

recording, no 

eavesdropping. SGS 

certified.



The Solution

For a brief introduction of Ambient 16 for elderly care, please click below to watch 

the video.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TMsIWJAYhE0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TMsIWJAYhE0


Sai Kung, Hong Kong
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Sai Kung District 
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Sai Kung District, the second-largest area in Hong Kong in terms of landmass 

covers approximately 130 square kilometres (50 sq mi) land area as of 2018. It had 

a population of 461,864 in 2016 by-census, most of it in Tseung Kwan O 

(398,479). It is dubbed the ‘back garden of Hong Kong’ and is known for its 

fishing villages, beautiful scenery, hiking trails, beaches and islands, geological 

formations and low-key lifestyle.

Sai Kung Town
Sai Kung Town is a former fishing village and market township. It underwent 

significant expansion during the 1970s when the High Island Reservoir and 

associated water scheme required some villagers and fishermen to be rehoused in 

Sai Kung.



The back garden of Hong Kong
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Unique challenges 
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10,000
seniors living in Sai Kung
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Unique challenges (rural area) 

• 10,000 seniors living in the rural area and 

scattered over 110 different villages (about 

80 seniors in a village).

• 1 or more hour away from public hospital 

(i.e. 30-minute walk to the bus station and 

a 45-mintue bus ride).

• Only 1 local elderly service center in Sai 

Kung Town.

• Lack of phone service or Internet 

connection in some areas.
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Elder who has pressure ulcer (with swollen skin and pus) 

and not able to go to hospital herself.

Hikers search for the 300 “hidden and vulnerable” senior in 
the remote villages.



Unique challenges (socially excluded and vulnerable group) 

• Most of the seniors in Sai Kung were farmers or fishmen.

• 60% of the villagers have osteoarthritis and at risk of 

falling. They avoid going out or visiting the town from the 

village and eventually are physically and socially isolated.
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Mrs. Chan, 76, singleton elderly living in the 

village with osteoarthritis, fallen 4 times at 
home.

• 300 “hidden and vulnerable” 

seniors in the most remote 

villages.



Unique challenges (low literacy) 

• Villagers have very low digital literacy and have 

not been benefited from the ICT.

• 95% of seniors are not using any government 

elderly service since they are not educated and 

don’t know where to find help.

• In-home elderly care & 24/7 monitoring services 

and local community support network are very 

important for villagers.
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Sai Kung District Community Centre

(SKDCC)
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Sai Kung District Community Centre (SKDCC)
Founded in Hong Kong in 1970, Sai Kung District Community Centre

is a non-profit organization which promotes rural life and maintain a 

support network for the local community. 

The mission of SKDCC includes 1) connecting the community, 2) 

caring for the villagers, and 3) caring for the nature. 

SKDCC tries to improve the uneven distribution of resources between 

urban and rural areas, so that rural life can be preserved, and a win-

win society can be created.
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(Photos used with the consent of SKDCC) 



20Connecting the community, caring for the villagers and caring for the nature



Service Areas
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1) Elderly Care in the village

2) Helping the poor and needy 

people

3) Youth

4) Pre-school and day care

5) Social enterprise



Aging in the village
To care for the people and preserve the cultural heritage. 
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“Aging in the village” model
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• Primary care for early intervention 
• Elderly day care
• Nurse in-home elderly care
• Transportation for seniors to 

medical appointments
• Telemedicine
• Caring Ambassador Scheme -

Grand Children (Kids Learn How to 
Love)  

• Caring Ambassador Scheme -
Hikers (Reach the unreachable)



Caring Ambassador 
Scheme - Hikers (Reach 
the unreachable)

Transportation for seniors 

to medical appointments
Nurse door-to-door visit

Caring Ambassador Scheme - Grand 

Children (Kids Learn How to Love) 

Day care in the village

Telemedicine



Awards

The Hong Kong Council of Social Service (HKCSS)



Aging in the village (telemedicine project)

For a brief introduction of aging in the village and amazing work of SKDCC, please 

click below to watch the video.

https://www.facebook.com/SaiKungPrimaryCare/videos/311339607659038/

https://www.facebook.com/SaiKungPrimaryCare/videos/311339607659038/


Ambient 16: AI and Data 

for Singleton Elderly Care in the Rural Areas 

of Hong Kong

“Reach the unreachable in Sai Kung”



Mrs. Kam

75 years old

Singleton elderly

Husband has passed away with 2 sons

Bad relationship with the sons (reasons unknown) and have not seen the elder son for a few years

Living alone in a 200+ sq ft apartment in Ho Chung Village, Sai Kung

Retired as a cleaning lady from a large newspaper company for a long time

No income and on social security

Financially supported by the sons but barely enough for rent and basic needs

Although she has a few friends, she feels very lonely…

Case Profile



• Jan 6, 2022

• Ho Chung Village, Sai Kung

• Installed a total of 4 families in the afternoon 

• Duncan To, engineer of Descamps.Technology

• Micheal Ho, social worker of SKDCC

• Hardware for each elder:

• 4G router x 1 pc

• Ambient 16 x 4 pcs

Installation



Review
• May 31, 2022 

• We normally visit the elder in 2 weeks after the installation but we waited for about 5 months because we were not able to do the 

review or visit prior this date under the 5th wave of COVID-19 in Hong Kong which killed 9,000 of people, mostly elders.

• Samuel Chan, Cofounder and CEO of Descamps.Technology

• Duncan To, engineer of Descamps.Technology

• Alex Cheng, VP of Business of Descamps.Technology (he grew up in Sai Kung) 

• Micheal Ho, social worker from SKDCC 

• Everyone vaccinated including Mrs. Kam

• Basic body check was scheduled for her



1 2
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The interaction (referring to the photos from previous page)
1. It took us a 10-minute mini bus ride from Sai Kung Town and another 15-minute walk to arrive Ho Chung Village. Mrs. Kam was 

very happy to see us, in particular Micheal Ho, the social workers she has known for a few years.

2. We checked with the Ambient 16 in each of her living room (behind TV), kitchen, toilet/shower room and bed room. We replaced 

the SIM card and used another cellular provider due to 2 bad signal days.

3. Samuel Chan and Micheal Ho had a very long joyful chat about life with Mrs. Kam and she told us a lot of stories about her even 

showing all the family photos. Samuel also showed the photos of her 8 years old daughter with her. Meeting for the first time and 

can talk everything about family is a great deal of trust and kindness from Mrs. Kam. Knowing Samuel’s mother and Mrs. Kam are 

both vegetarian, Mrs. Kam invited us and Samuel’s mom for a vegetarian meal in Sai Kung Town. Micheal called the food program 

team of SKDCC and reserved a “lucky bag” of food and groceries for her.

4. She was so surprised that we could know all for daily routine, details and behavior of her at home with the “little boxes” (Ambient 

16) which have no camera. We were able to learn more and improve our AI for elderly care by understanding the way she saving 

water for toilet flushing, cooking once per day and more. Although she could not understand all the data or dashboard we had shown 

on our computer, she believed technology is a “magic”.   
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Using artificial intelligent, we were able to detect TV is on most of the time everyday and learn new AI (the use of dehumidifier, very 

few toilet flashes and cooking only once per day).

AI

90%

TV is her companion

Mrs. Kam told us that she feel very 

lonely because her husband passed 

away and the sons are not living 

with her. Turning the TV on is a way 

to avoid silence. Watching TV 

correlate to active and healthy aging 

(i.e. suddenly don’t watch TV is an 

indication of problem or behavioral 

change). 

Living in poverty and saving money

We detected very few toilet flushes 

and we came to understand that 

she saved as much water as 

possible during her shower, washing 

clothes and even hand washing 

(see photo above).

Only cook once per day

Apart from the breakfast, she 

cooks only once per day to save 

time and money (i.e. cook more 

during lunch and keep & reheat 

the same food as dinner). She 

often cook everything in the rice 

cooker, which is common for old 

people in Hong Kong.

Dehumidifier

She often use dehumidifier 

(Sai Kung is near sea and 

very humid in spring) and 

leaves it on when she 

goes out.  We are learning 

and adding dehumidifier 

detection.
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19 March 2022

00:00 03:00 06:00 09:00 12:00 15:00 18:00 21:00 24:00

Poo

TV On

Meal DehumidifierMeal ShowerOut

TV On

MealPee Pee PeePee

Sleep Sleep

Activities of daily living (ADLs or ADL) is a term used in healthcare to refer to people's daily self-care activities. Health professionals 

often use a person's ability or inability to perform ADLs as a measurement of their functional status. Below is the major activities of 

daily living of Mrs. Kam recorded on 19 March 2022. It is a very important information for elderly care.

Data (1 day, activities of daily living)



Based on a full month of data in March 2022 (excluded 2 days of no signals) , we have a very good understanding of Mrs. Kam and 

formed a baseline/pattern of her activities. We will be able detect subtle changes in vitality, health and life quality. 

Data (1 month, forming the baseline)

Active - At Home, 
average 11.37 hours

Active - Out of 
Home, average 

2.64 hours / 
day Inactive  - Sleeping, average 

9.61 hours / day

Inactive  - Awake, average 
0.11 hour / day (this is the 

wake in the bed in the 
morning)

Inactive  - Toilet visits, 
average 0.08 hour (4.8 

minutes) / day (this is the 
07:00 pee in the morning

Other, average 9.81
hours / per day

Sleep Awake during Sleeping Toilet Toilet (pee/poo) Active Out of Home No Data
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• She sleeps well (average 9.6 hours per day) and does not need to wake up or pee at night.

• She pees very regularly in the morning around 07:00 with the light always off and goes back to sleep more (sometimes just stay 

awake in the bed doing nothing).

• She wakes up and poos around 8:00 and then starts her day with her TV turned on.

• She makes simple breakfast like oatmeal, breads or noodle. She is a vegetarian and cooks simple meals.

• She goes out to the meeting place in the village around 16:00-18:00 to talk to friends everyday.

• She takes shower regularly at around 18:00 when she comes home from outside.

• She takes short shower to save energy and water and she will keep as much water from shower for washing clothes and toilet use.

• She enjoys phone calls with friends as long as 0.5 - 1 hour.

• She goes to Sai Kung District Community Centre to participate events for elderly to make friends.

• She has a good landlord living in the next door, who brings her soup and check with her once every 2-3 days.

We know the details and therefore can care about her …
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Micheal Ho, social worker 

Sai Kung Community Centre

(his first job since graduation)

Duncan To, engineer 

Descamps.Technology

(his first job since graduation)

Samuel Chan, Cofounder & CEO 

Descamps.Technology

Granny Mrs. Kam, singleton elderly 

75 years old

(Photos taken and shared with Mrs. Kam’s her full consent for 2022 WITSA Global Innovation and Tech Excellence Awards only) 



“To care for those who once cared for us 

is one of the highest   s.”
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the journey continues …
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Global Impact / Potential



Aging in place

Aging is a global issue

1B world population 65+ years old by 2050

120M singleton elderly in China

208,000 lonely deaths / year in Japan (1 in every 20mins)



Pain Points

90% 20%40 months

Aging in place

90% of the elderly prefer remaining at 

their familiar homes and neighborhoods 

as long as they wish but their home are 

not “connected” or “smart” enough.

Waiting time 

for senior home

Elderly need to wait for on average 

more than 40 months to get into 

elderly home in Hong Kong, many of 

them passed away while waiting.

Understaffing 

in senior home

Shortage of elderly care workers is 

about 20% and is one of the biggest 

factors leading to abuse and neglect in 

senior home.



What’s the problem?



150,000
singleton elderly in the community 

Hong Kong



Aging in placeAging in place 

is the “solution” …



… but what happens

behind the closed door?



Living alone



When there’s no family…



Lack of care



Feeling lonely



Socially isolated



Source: Cacioppo JT, Hawkley LC. Perceived social isolation and cognition. Trends Cogn Sci. 2009; 13(10):447-54

Isolation and loneliness lead to:

Depression
Decline in cognition
Weakened immune system
Heart disease
Dementia 
Early death



Lonely deaths

孤獨死 / Kodokushi



in 6 months 

same building in Hong Kong (2017)



in every 20 minutes

Japan 



A note was found next to the body of a 62 year old lonely death man in Japan. His body had been rotten away 

to a skeleton and was found two months after his death in 2017. There are specialized cleaning companies 

providing clean up service for lonely deaths in Japan.

“Please help me”



“Wearable”? Technology?



What can we do before it is too late?



Scalability



Scalability

Easy to scale up AI solution for elderly care at a very affordable price.

Simple AffordableLocally made

Ambient 16 is made of 

stably supplied and 

widely available 

components.

Creation of local 

employment. 

The most affordable (yet 

profitable) AI solution in the 

market for elderly care.

Multi use-cases

B2C and B2B, including 

aging in place (singleton 

elderly in the city or 

village) and senior home. 



Ambient 16 is made of stably supplied and widely available base sensors, micro processor and our proprietary AI. Of course, it took us 

4 years of R&D to make everything works,  in particular the casting, which is the a precision engineered convex lens of Ambient 16.

Simple (components)

AI

We train base sensors AI 

sensing capabilities by using 

machine learning (see 

example on the next page for 

motion sensor). 

Base sensors and chipset

All base sensors (i.e. W216B motion 

sensor from Senba Sensing Technology 

@US$0.3/pc) and micro processor are 

very low cost and widely available 

components in the market.

Ambient 16

Micro processor, sensors, AI 

are all enclosed by a 

precision engineered convex 

lens as small as 5x5x1cm. 

All-in-one design, Wi-Fi 

ready, no hub is needed.

+ =AI



Training motion sensors to detect motion direction, speed and distance

AI sensing of motion is running on edge (sensor)Keep elderly safe by tracking her location and motion at home

Record and store motion data at every 10 seconds to analysis her mobility and vitality 

4
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Ambient 16 and the Internet connection (4G/Wi-Fi) are all we needed to AI-powered an elderly home. 

Simple (easy to deploy)

+ =
4G / Wi-FiAmbient 16



All Ambient 16 are fully assembled in China to maintain our production cost 

low and benefit more people. 

In addition, final production process of multi sensing calibration and software 

(AI) update on the Ambient 16 can be made locally anywhere (currently this 

process is done in Hong Kong) using our proprietary automated calibration 

chamber / system which has a compacity of making 70,000 sensors per year 

(see photos on the right). This is also a way to promote local employment.

Locally made, anywhere.

Proprietary automated calibration chamber 

Size = 1.3m (w) x 1.3m (d) x 1.5m (h)

6 hours automated calibration process Software (AI) update and final assembling. 



Market

US$59
All-in-one

with AI capabilities

Affordable 

Ambient 16

US$300+
Wireless sensor network

no AI functions



Ambient 16 have been used in single elderly home (aging in place) and senior homes.

Please refer to the section headed “Proven Solution” for show cases. 

Multi use-cases

Aging in place, singleton elderly, 75 years old women Senior home, single room, 92 years old women with dementia



Innovative Features and Functionalities



The Solution

Fully connected and AI-powered elderly home, install in 5 minutes. 

Ambient 16 AI CareActivities of daily living (ADLs)

Affordable and install 

in 5 minutes. 

AI will learn, detect and 

record events to construct the 

ADLs. 

Sensitive, adaptive, and 

responsive to elderly’s 

needs. Detect subtle 

changes in vitality, health 

and life quality. 

Full Privacy

No camera, no voice 

recording, no 

eavesdropping. SGS 

certified.



Ambient 16
The world’s most advanced smart sensor.



Market

16 senses
5x5 cm
no hub
edge AI

90% less plastics
Patented

Disruptive Innovation 

Ambient 16



Original Design

4 years of R&D

Art and science

Simple is hard



Temperature

Humidity

Air pressure

Dew point

CO2 concentration

Light intensity

Light color

Light type

Artificial light kind

Presence

Quantity of motion

Motion direction

Motion speed

Vibrations

Sound level

Sound type

16-in-1 multi sensing capability

Sensing AI



Keep Learning (Machine Learning & AI Sensing)

Sound level and type, TV detection also related to sound

Training motion sensors to detect motion direction, speed and distance

Light intensity, color, type and artificial light kind



motion

CO2

sound

humidity

shower detected in 3 mins 🗸

Ambient 16 is about AI and data

temperature

Unlike other system in the market, Ambient 16 collects ambient data every 10 seconds and therefore able to detect most house events 

within 3 minutes with sufficient synchronized data points.

Big Data

Market Ambient 16

motion

humidity

temperature

turn on/off light 🗸

Smart home is automation

?



50+
event

detections

Air conditioning and heater

Toilet usage

Shower

Hand washing

TVCooking

Sleeping

Windows insulation quality

Temperature is varying

Temperature is in user defined range

Temperature is over user defined range

Temperature in under user defined range

Humidity is varying

Humidity is in user defined range

Humidity is over user defined range

Humidity in under user defined range

Atmospheric pressure is in user defined range

Atmospheric pressure is over user defined range

Atmospheric pressure in under user defined range

Temperature is varying

Temperature is in user defined range

Temperature is over user defined range

Temperature in under user defined range

Total obscurity detected

Out of darkness event

Shutters opening detected (beta)

Shutters closing detected (beta)

Artificial light detected

Natural light detected

Sun light detected

Moon light detected

Direct Sun light on the Ambient 16

Darkness detected

Light in user defined range

Light over user defined range

Silence has been detected

Light under user defined range

Noise has been detected

Sound level in user defined range

Sound level over user defined range

Sound level under user defined range

motion is starting

Motion from left to right is starting Motion from right to left is starting

Motion has stopped

the device is being moved over a user defined level

single tap or knock detected

Device attitude has changed

Double tap or knock detected



The system will record events detected happen during the daily and become the activities of daily living (ADLS) or routine information.

Event detection and daily routine record

CO2

relative humidity

Presence (in green)

* Bad sleep and awake in different 

locations of her apartment



“People who are really serious about software should 

make their own hardware.”

(Andy Kay, Seminar: Creative Think, 1982)



Hardware

Proprietary, made in Hong Kong

16 senses, 6-hour calibration

Tiny-in-one, simple, no hub needed



Artificial Intelligence

Edge AI

Machine learning, 50+ events

Ambient intelligence
AI



Full Privacy

No Camera

No eavesdropping

SGS certified



Privacy by design

Test result:

“We are of the opinion that the 
checked Ambient 16 module has 
no camera, and cannot be used 
for video recording, photo 
sneaking and eavesdropping.”





Ambient 16 Heatmap 32 E-nose 4

Roadmap

Our propriety line of AI sensors and ambient computing technology



Infrared perception for motion tracking, fall detection and fever detection. We are using it mainly for senior home (i.e. quarantine/isolation 

room)

Heatmap 32

Fall detection

Hand washing



AI powered odor sensor. Prototype ready.

E-nose 4

Feces Urine



The Future

Satellite connection Heatmap 32Vital Signs

We will try to connect more 

remote villages and serve 

more people once we have 

satellite Internet connection. 

Starlink only available in 

Hong Kong in 2023 or after.

We will incorporate other IoTs 

which can measure major 

vital signs such as body 

temperature, blood pressure, 

heart rate and breathing rate 

(respiratory rate) and further 

enhance our system. 

Currently SKDCC is not 

analyzing vital sign data.

Install Heatmap 32 in the 

toilet with Ambient 16 for 

fall detection in the toilet 

(falls commonly happen in 

toilet/shower).

App and Improve AI

Develop app for family 

members or care takers 

to use with more AI 

functions/alerts. 



Deep tech

Hardware, software, AI, edge AI, ML, big data and product design



Proven Solution



Singleton elderly 
in the city 

(public housing)

Cheng Tak House, Fanling, Hong Kong



Mrs. Choy

73 years old

Installed on 11/23/2020

Our first installation of singleton elderly

Frail elder yet rather stable daily routine (i.e. cooking, shower, poo, pee, etc) 

Often have sleep problem.

Next few pages are her latest update/data as of 

28/6/2022

Case Profile





28/6/2022





Senior home 
in a single room setting

Haven of Hope 
Woo Ping Care & Attention Home



Mrs. Wong

91 years old with dementia

Often don’t remember taking shower and often locks her door.

First installed Ambient 16 on 5/3/2021

Showed patterns of her behavior related to her medicine taking time. 

The senior home now is in renovation and will reinstall Ambient 16 and add Heatmap 32 

for 20 dementia ladies in Aug 2022 to further study their behavior. 

This is a 3 years project working with Dr. LAM Ching-choi, 

CEO of Haven of Hope Christian Service, 

Chairman of the Elderly Commission, 

Chairman of the Elderly Care Service Industry Training Advisory Committee

Case Profile



Dr. LAM Ching-choi, 

CEO of Haven of Hope Christian Service, Chairman of the Elderly 
Commission, Chairman of the Elderly Care Service Industry 

Training Advisory Committee





Ambient 16



5/3/2021



Currently under renovation, life routine and behavior of 20 dementia ladies to be studied.

Ambient 16Heatmap 32Ambient 16Heatmap 32

17/12/2021



Senior home in open area setting, 
more actively elders

July 2021

T.W.G.Hs. Po Chung Chuen Ying Home 
for the Elderly

Fanling, Hong Kong





Coming project in July 2022 
(newly renovated senior home, 

isolation room and immobility bed)

Shui Hong Nursing Home
Wanchai, Hong Kong



Ambient 16

Heatmap 32

Ambient 16

Heatmap 32



The People



Steve Jobs

“Technology is nothing. What’s important is that 
you have faith in people...”



Frederic Descamps

Founder & 

CTO

Samuel

Co-founder &

CEO

Alex

VP of Business,

grew up 

in Sai Kung

Michael

Social 

Worker

Suzanne

Registered

Nurse

Duncan

Electronic Engineer, 

first employee

Chiron

Engineer 

Production

Mr. Yeung

Community 

Ambassador

Eva Chan

Project Director, 

Service Deployment

Jean

AI Developer

Dickson

Investment 

Director

Daisy, Sam & 

Mable

Health team

Ka Ho

Project

Co-ordinator

Thibaud

Quality Control

Hikers

Caring 

Ambassadors

Dr. Fung

Medical 

Doctor



Society

CaregiverFamily

Stay 
connected

Proactive 
Care

Better understanding

AI + Data

Digital Inclusion using  AI and Data



Together, we are making a long last 
impact on how the world connect and 

care to the ones we love.
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